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ANALYZING THE IMPACT OF TEMPERATURE ON AXOPLASMIC FLUID
PROPERTIES DEFINING NEURONAL EXCITATION
S. Bhatia1,*, P. Sharma2, P. Singh3, P. Bhatia4
ABSTRACT
Axoplasmic fluid properties for neuronal excitation have been investigated with respect to temperature.
Density, the mass fraction of ions and rate of addition of ions are the parameters considered for characterizing
axoplasmic fluid properties. The behavior of these parameters has been analyzed with respect to the changes in
temperature ranging from -5 degree Celsius to 35 degree Celsius. The temperature has been defined using Q10of3
coefficient as done in the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The trend of these parameters at different temperatures has
been depicted along the axonal length represented through x-axis of the graphs. The conduction velocities of the
above said parameters have also been recorded at different temperatures. The range [−5, 35] degree Celsius has
been increased by 20 degrees, 10 degree on the lower side and 10 degree on the upper side of the range [−5, 25]
degree Celsius and it is found that temperature dependency using Q10of3 coefficient for said parameters is valid
only in the temperature ranging from 5 degree Celsius to 25 degree Celsius as it is for membrane voltage in the
Hodgkin-Huxley model. These findings strongly support the obtained results and also suggest obtaining the
temperature coefficient value which is applicable for a wider range of temperatures impacting neuronal
excitation.
Keywords: Axoplasmic fluid properties, Temperature Dependency, Neuronal Excitation
INTRODUCTION
Information transmission is one of the important features that differentiate neurons from other cells.
Different types of neurons perform different types of functions both in animals and in the human body. Sensory
neurons are responsible for transmitting the signal received from the sensory cells present in the body to the
brain, whereas motor neurons direct the movement of body muscles based on the signal received from the brain.
There are interneurons also which play a vital role in the transmission of signal among the other different
neurons of the body.
Depending upon the types of neuron, the neuron structure [1] may vary from one neuron to another.
Three main components defining the basic structure of a neuron are dendrites, soma (the cell body) and the axon.
Dendrites, also known as "receiving entities" receive inputs from other neurons at the synapse and transmit them
to the soma, if the received signal is excitatory. Soma comprises of a nucleus and other organelles for performing
the intended cellular functions. The axon carries the output received from soma to the other cells through
synaptic connections. Synaptic connections are represented by the axonal end of a neuron connected to dendritic
branches. These dendritic branches may vary in a number ranging from thousands to lakhs for receiving the
signals. Axon is considered to be an important component of a neuron, since it receives the information in the
form of action potential from the soma, and transmits it to the axonal end, from where the signal is further
transmitted to another neuron.
The nucleus of the soma is surrounded by the cytoplasm which further contains the cytosol and the
other organelles that define the neuron's internal structure. Cytoplasm is present throughout the cell membrane
and cytosol is contained only within the cytoplasm. Cytoplasm present in the axon of the neuronal cell is termed
as axoplasm. Axoplasm comprises 87 percent of water and hence axoplasm has been treated as fluid in [2].
The important phenomenon through which the neuronal functioning is identified is the action potential
[3]. Action potential is also termed as nerve impulse, spike and neuronal excitation. A neuron is said to be
excitable whenever it generates action potential. An action potential is generated as soon as the membrane
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voltage crosses its threshold when ion channels that span across the membrane are opened and allow the ions to
move across the membrane. Generated action potential further propagates down the axon length and is known as
action potential propagation.
Temperature is one of the most important factors impacting information transfer in the form of spike
generation followed by spike propagation. It has been stated that an increase in temperature results in
exponentially increased energy efficiency and hence increased the rate of sodium ions inactivation leading to
reduced spike duration [4]. The importance of temperature as a physical parameter has also been reflected in the
Hodgkin-Huxley model (H-H model), since the temperature coefficient Q10of3 has been incorporated [5].
Research performed for investigation of the effect of temperature on action potential has shown that
with a stimulus applied for 1 msec duration, threshold decreases with increase in temperature whereas for
stimulus application of 100 msec duration, the threshold increases with increase in temperature [6]. These facts
were further analyzed in [7], where it has been observed that at lower temperatures, the threshold is decreased
and at higher temperatures, the threshold required for spike generation is increased. Research performed by
Chapman [8] has analyzed action potential conduction velocity with respect to temperature, where it has been
observed that conduction velocity follows temperature dependency as defined through Q10of3 coefficient by
Hodgkin and Huxley within the range of 5 degree Celsius to 25 degree Celsius. Thermal comfort degree [9] has
also been computed for human beings by utilizing the H-H model and its impact on neuronal excitation, air
temperature, velocity, biological activity and metabolic rate. For cardiac attack, international guidelines suggest
therapeutic hypothermia in [10]. The authors have provided the results based on clinical investigations
performed on 950 patients. As per their clinical investigations, temperature of 36 degree Celsius has been
suggested to be maintained for unconscious patients that can be caught in case of out-of-hospital cardiac attack
for their survival and also avoiding neurological disorders. Research has also been performed to investigate the
effects of hypothermia induced seizures on SCN1-A mutation [11]. The adverse effects of hyperthermia have
been explained in [12]. In this work, the authors have explained how hyperthermia can result in neurological
dysfunction as well as cognitive dysfunction. They have also explained the mechanism of cerebral damage in
presence of hyperthermia, which first starts the damage at the cellular level.
Impact of temperature has been studied on membrane voltage [8] and ionic conductance [13] using the
H-H model. The model proposed in [2] for neuronal excitation based on axoplasmic fluid properties has
investigated the impact of temperature on action potential propagation velocity and axoplasmic fluid viscosity.
Their model incorporates other parameters namely: density, the mass fraction of ions, the rate of addition of ions
and temperature dependent longitudinal diffusivity. Temperature dependency has been investigated for action
potential and viscosity [14].
Considering the fact that temperature is a very crucial parameter for neuronal excitation, it becomes
important to analyze the above-said parameters with respect to changes in temperature, since the mass fraction
and the rate of addition of ions impact ionic diffusion. To fill this research gap, in this paper, we have tried to
analyze the impact of temperature on density, mass fraction of ions and the rate of addition of all ions. The
analysis has been performed for temperature ranging from -5 degree Celsius to 35 degree Celsius. There is an
increase of 10 degree on the lower end as well as on the upper end for the temperature range considered in the HH model.
For performing the analysis, the model describing neuronal excitation using axoplasmic fluid properties
has been utilized. Results describing the impact of variation in temperature on above-said parameters have also
been further analyzed for understanding how they impact the action potential.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Bhatia et al. [2], have extended the H-H model to define neuronal excitation in terms of axoplasmic
fluid parameters. The parameters taken in the model are density, mass fraction of ions, rate of addition of ions,
longitudinal diffusivity and axoplasmic fluid viscosity along with temperature which has already been
considered in the H-H model [5]. The equation for membrane voltage is written as given below:

 (YNa )
 (Yk )
 (YL )
2
dV
z Na +
zK +
zL =
 cm
− iapp
M Na t
M k t
M L t
rF
dt
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Equation (1) represents the charge accumulated across the capacitor per unit time in terms of total
charge increased due to sodium, potassium and chlorine ions per unit time represented through first, second and
third terms respectively on the L.H.S of the above equation.
Since stimulus is applied only for once, iapp can be considered to be zero. Hence equation (1) can be
written as follows:

 (YNa )
 (Yk )
 (YL )
2
dV
z Na +
zK +
zL =
 cm
M Na t
M k t
M L t
rF
dt

(2)

Here YNa, YK and YL represent the mass fraction of sodium, potassium and chlorine ions respectively and
given through the following equations:

 (YNa )  
Y 
  DNa z Na FYNa V 

 + 
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x 
x 
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(3)
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x 
x 
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(5)

Left hand side of equations: (3), (4) and (5) represent the total increase in sodium, potassium and
chlorine ions per unit time. This increase has been reflected in terms of three factors represented on the right
hand side of respective equations. One of the factors is ionic diffusion due to concentration difference, second is
ionic transport because of opening and closing of ionic channels and third factor is transport of ions resulted
from the charge density.
Ionic transport that takes place due to opening and closing of ionic channels is represented through the
following equations: (6), (7) and(8) respectively for sodium, potassium and chlorine ions and written as follows:

 = −
 Na

M Na 2
g Na m 3 h(V − VNa )
z Na F r

(6)

 K = −

MK 2
g K n 4 (V − VK )
zK F r

(7)

 L =

ML 2
g L (V − VL )
zL F r

(8)

The value of dimensionless gating variables n, m and h lies within 0 and 1 and the rate at which these
variables change with time is represented by following three equations:

dn
=  n (1 − n ) −  n n
dt
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dm
=  m (1 − m) −  m m
dt
dh
=  h (1 − h ) −  h h
dt

(10)

(11)

Opening and closing of ionic channels [15] is defined through α’s and β’s, which are further dependent
upon the instantaneous membrane voltage as given below in equations: (12) to (14). Opening and closing of
potassium ions associated with activation variable n is represented through αn and βn, αm and βm represent
opening and closing associated with activation variable m, whereas αh and βh representing opening and closing of
sodium ion channels is associated with inactivation variable h.

75 − V
exp ((75 − V ) / 10 ) − 1

(12)

 n (V ) = 0.125 exp(− (V + 65) / 80)

(13)

 n (V ) = 0.01

 m (V ) = 0.1

90 − V
exp ((90 − V ) / 10 ) − 1

(14)

 m (V ) = 4 exp(− (V + 65) / 18)

(15)

 h (V ) = 0.07 exp(− (V + 65) / 20 )

(16)

 h (V ) =

(17)

1
exp ((95 − V ) / 10 ) + 1

All the above equations representing the opening and closing rate of ion channels are multiplied by the
temperature coefficient Q10of3. The value of Q10of3 is: 3(𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 − 6.3) / (10)). Here, Temp represents
temperature variable in degree Celsius.
The total rate at which the ions are added per unit volume per unit time is given by Sc

 +  K +  L
Sc =  Na

(18)

The source term can also be written in terms of mass added per unit volume per unit time as given below:


= Sc
t

(19)

Longitudinal diffusivities of ions in equations: (3), (4) and (5) are represented as follows:
𝑘 𝑇

𝐷𝑖 = 6𝜋 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝐵

𝐹 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖

(20)

The subscript i represents Na+, K+ and Cl- for sodium, potassium and chlorine ions respectively and the
axoplasmic fluid viscosity (𝑣𝑖𝑠𝐹 ) is computed by the formula given below:
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𝑣𝑖𝑠𝐹 = 𝐾 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑤

(21)

In the above formula, K is a constant and 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑤 is the viscosity of water.
Expression for viscosity of water is given as follows:
247.8

𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑤 = 2.414 × 10−5 × 10𝑇−140

(22)

Faraday constant, universal gas constant and ionic valency are also part of the model.
IMPLEMENTATION
The computational code has been written in C++ to implement the model and the model has been
further investigated for analyzing the impact of temperature on density, mass fraction of ions and rate of addition
of ions. For implementing the model, the length of axon (axonal length) has been taken to 1 m and radius of axon
has been taken to 0.000238 m. The axonal length has been further divided into 10,000 nodes and stimulus of
0.3325 A/m2 has been applied at the very first node.
Since the model has been solved for one-dimension, the governing equations of the model have been
solved using finite differencing method and the center differencing method. The discretized equations have then
been solved computationally in an iterative manner at all the locations for each time step. The value of time step
dt has been taken to be 0.01 msec. For handling unstable and non-linear behavior of the equations describing the
model, an under-relaxation factor of 0.05 has been used.
The values of different parameters for solving the model are given below [16].
Table 1. Values of different parameters for analyzing the impact of temperature on axoplasmic fluid properties
Parameters

Values [dimensions]

g Na

1200 [S/m2]

gK
gL

3600 [S/m2]

VNa
VK
VL
cm

0.050 [V]
-0.077 [V]
-0.054 [V]
0.01 [F/m2]

3 [S/m2]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The graphs demonstrate how the temperature impacts the parameters namely: density, mass fraction of
ions and total rate of addition of ions represented through Sc. Analysis has been performed with temperature
ranging from -5 degree Celsius to 35 degree Celsius and all the graphs have been plotted at time t = 7 msec for
the above said temperature range. We have also taken into consideration the negative range to analyze how
action potential propagation velocity reduced at a negative temperature and hence to check whether this effect
can be utilized for anesthesia for inhibiting the action potential propagation.
Above said temperature range has been further divided into three ranges of temperatures: First range is
from -5 degree Celsius to -0.9 degree Celsius. The second range for all the parameters begins from 5 degree
Celsius. End of the interval of each parameter is determined by the temperature at which the rate of conduction
velocity changes. The third range for each parameter begins from the end of the second range till 35 degree
Celsius. The results obtained in the temperature range between -0.8 degree Celsius to 4.9 degree Celsius have not
been demonstrated, since, there is not any major variation in the action potential propagation velocity in the said
range.
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Analyzing the Impact of Negative Temperature on Different Parameters
1. As can be observed from the graphical representations, that for each and every parameter when subjected to
negative temperature, complete waves for the corresponding parameters are not visible. This is because of very
small increase in conduction velocity of all parameters.
2. The membrane voltage crosses its threshold and action potential is generated, but the rate at which the action
potential travels is very slow.
3. If observed carefully, the width of waves for all the parameters is same at all the temperatures taken in the
negative range.
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Figure 1. Dependency of (a) membrane voltage, V(mV) (y-axis), (b) normalized density, (ρ-ρrest)/ρrest (y-axis) (c)
total rate of addition of all the three ions, Sc(kg/m3/sec) (y-axis), (d) normalized mass fraction of sodium ions
(YNa-YNa,rest)/YNa,rest (y-axis), (e) normalized mass fraction of potassium ions (YK-YK,rest)/YK,rest (y-axis) and (f)
normalized mass fraction of chlorine ions (YL-YL,rest)/YL,rest (y-axis) on temperature ranging from -5 degree
Celsius to -0.9 degree Celsius has been plotted over the axonal length x(mm) (x-axis)
Analyzing the Impact of Temperature Ranging from 5 Degree Celsius to the Temperature at Which There Is Variation In
The Rate At Which The Conduction Velocity/Propagation Velocity Of Different Parameter Changes

1. The peak of all the parameters decreases with increase in temperature from 5 degree onwards.
2. Also there is a decrease in width of the waves of all the parameters with an increase in temperature.
But, the temperature at which the deviation takes place in the rate of conduction velocity/propagation velocity is
different for different parameters and is given below:
i.
The peak of membrane voltage falls to negative peak at a temperature of 30 degree Celsius [Figure
2(a)].
ii.
The change in trend of density can be observed at a temperature of 25 degree Celsius [Figure 2(b)]
iii.
The rate at which ions are added to the membrane per unit volume per unit time increases with increase
in temperature ranging from 5 degree Celsius to 25 degree Celsius, hence it is the rate of addition due to
all the three ions namely, sodium, potassium and chlorine that impacts the action potential generation
and its further propagation [Figure 2(c)].
iv.
The mass fraction of sodium, potassium and chlorine ions are almost overlapping at temperature of 30
degree and 31 degree Celsius [Figures: 2(d), 2(e) and 2(f)].
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Figure 2. Dependency of (a) membrane voltage, V(mV) (y-axis), (b) normalized density, (ρ-ρrest)/ρrest (y-axis) (c)
total rate of addition of all the three ions, Sc(kg/m3/sec) (y-axis), (d) normalized mass fraction of sodium ions
(YNa-YNa,rest)/YNa,rest (y-axis), (e) normalized mass fraction of potassium ions (YK-YK,rest)/YK,rest (y-axis) and (f)
normalized mass fraction of chlorine ions (YL-YL,rest)/YL,rest (y-axis) on temperature in the second temperature
range has been plotted over the axonal length x(mm) (x-axis)
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Analyzing the Impact of Temperature from the Upper Boundary of the Temperature in Second Range Corresponding to
the Different Parameters to 35 Degree Celsius

1.

2.
3.

As can be seen from the graphs, that at a temperature of 34 degree Celsius and 35 degree Celsius,
the values for all the parameters are almost overlapping and there is no conduction
velocity/propagation velocity.
There is continuous declination in the peak of all parameters with further increase in temperature.
The membrane voltage reaches the resting potential of -65 mV at temperature of 34 degree Celsius
and 35 degree Celsius.
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Figure 3. Dependency of (a) membrane voltage, V(mV) (y-axis), (b) normalized density, (ρ-ρrest)/ρrest (y-axis) (c)
total rate of addition of all the three ions, Sc (kg/m3/sec) (y-axis), (d) normalized mass fraction of sodium ions
(YNa-YNa,rest)/YNa,rest (y-axis), (e) normalized mass fraction of potassium ions (Y K-YK,rest)/YK,rest (y-axis) and (f)
normalized mass fraction of chlorine ions (YL-YL,rest)/YL,rest (y-axis) on temperature in the third temperature
range has been plotted over the axonal length x(mm) (x-axis)
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Considering the importance of temperature as a thermodynamic variable and its role in biomedical
applications [17], spike propagation and its frequency has been studied with respect to temperature in [18]. Wang
et al. in [19] have highlighted the importance of regulating brain temperature since it is the brain temperature
which plays a significant role in number of diseases like trauma, stroke, multiple sclerosis including mood
disorders and also responsible for disorders resulting in neuron degeneration
In the present work, it is clear from the observations given under Results and Discussion section, that
temperature impacts action potential and the other parameters defining axoplasmic fluid properties namely:
density, mass fraction of ions and rate of addition of ions. It has been found that these parameters follow the
same dependency on temperature as it is followed by an action potential. However the temperature coefficient
defined by Q10of3 is valid only in the range of temperature from 5 degree Celsius to 25 degree Celsius and in
the present work, impact of temperature has been identified in the range of -5 degree Celsius to 35 degree
Celsius. So, this necessitates further investigating the following:
1. Identifying the temperature coefficient applicable for neuronal excitation that fits for a range of temperature
wider than 5-25 degree Celsius.
2. Since hyperthermia and hypothermia have been identified for therapeutic intervention in seizures leading to
brain disorders and cardiac attacks respectively, it carries significant importance to understand the behavior
of different axoplasmic fluid parameters of a neuron with wide range of varying temperatures.
3. Cerebrospinal fluid in [20] has been examined for investigating the impact of Ebola virus, hence identifying
more and more axoplasmic fluid parameters impacted by temperature can also give clearer picture of
neuronal parameters responsible for Ebola virus.
4. The model can also be further investigated for reversing the effect of anesthesia, since the results given in
[21] show that thermal conductivity of Nano fluids is enhanced with an increase in temperature. Hence this
property can be utilized for reversing the anesthesia effect by increasing the thermal conductivity of
axoplasmic fluid, thereby converting back the axoplasmic fluid in gel state that is more viscous to the fluid
state (less viscous state).
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NOMECLATURE
cm
Membrane capacitance per unit area of membrane [F/m2]
DNa
Diffusivity of sodium ions in the fluid [m2/sec]
DK
Diffusivity of potassium ions in the fluid [m2/sec]
DL
Diffusivity of chlorine ions in the fluid [m2/sec]
F
Faraday constant [C/mol]
g Na Conductance of sodium ions per unit area of membrane [S/m2]

gK
gL
h
𝑖𝑎𝑝𝑝
K
kB
m
MNa
MK
ML
n
r
ri
Ra
Ru
Sc
T
V
VNa
VK
VL
YNa
YK
YL
visF
visW
zNa
zK
zL


 Na
 K
 L

ρ

Conductance of potassium ions per unit area of membrane [S/m 2]
Conductance of chlorine ions per unit area of membrane [S/m 2]
Inactivation variable for potassium ions [dimensionless]
Current applied per unit area [A/m2]
Constant multiplied with water viscosity to obtain axoplasmic fluid viscosity [dimensionless]
Boltzman Constant [J/K]
Activation variable for sodium ions [dimensionless]
Molar mass of sodium ions [kg/mol]
Molar mass of sodium ions [kg/mol]
Molar mass of sodium ions [kg/mol]
Inactivation variable for sodium ions [dimensionless]
Axon radius [m]
Radius of different ions i [m]
Resistance per unit axial length [Ω/m]
Universal gas constant & [J/K/mol]
Total addition rate of ions per unit volume per unit time [kg/m3/sec]
Temperature [K]
Membrane voltage [V]
Equilibrium potential of sodium ions [V]
Equilibrium potential of potassium ions [V]
Equilibrium potential of chlorine ions [V]
Mass fraction of sodium ions [dimensionless]
Mass fraction of potassium ions [dimensionless]
Mass fraction of chlorine ions [dimensionless]
Axoplasmic fluid viscosity: Viscosity of fluid inside the axon [Pa.sec]
Viscosity of water [Pa.sec]
Valency of sodium ions [dimensionless]
Valency of potassium ions [dimensionless]
Valency of chlorine ions [dimensionless]
Rate of addition of mass of Na+ ions through production or other means per unit volume [kg/m3/sec]
Rate of addition of mass of K+ ions through production or other means per unit volume [kg/m3/sec]
Rate of addition of mass of Cl- ions through production or other means per unit volume [kg/m3/sec]
Density (mass per unit volume) [kg/m3]
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